2021-2022 Audition Scales Requirements
*Follow the requirements for number of octaves listed on your audition sheet*

Overture Strings
● All Instruments: D Major scale and arpeggio

Prelude Orchestra
● Violin: F Major scale and arpeggio
● Viola: D Major scale and arpeggio
● Cello: F Major scale and arpeggio
● Bass: F Major scale and arpeggio
● Flute: G Major & D Major scale and arpeggio
● Oboe: G Major & D Major scale and arpeggio
● Clarinet: G Major & D Major scale and arpeggio
● Bassoon: G Major & D Major scale and arpeggio
● Horn: G Major & D Major scale and arpeggio
● Trumpet: G Major & D Major scale and arpeggio
● Trombone: G Major & D Major scale and arpeggio
● Tuba: G Major & D Major scale and arpeggio
*in addition, all winds will play a chromatic scales as required on audition sheet

Philharmonia and Symphonic Orchestra
● Violin: C Major scale and arpeggio
● Viola: G Major scale and arpeggio
● Cello: G Major scale and arpeggio
● Bass: C Major scale and arpeggio
● Flute: A-flat Major scale and arpeggio
● Oboe: F Major scale and arpeggio
● Clarinet: A-Flat Major (concert) scale and arpeggio
● Bassoon: G-flat Major scale and arpeggio
● Horn: F Major (concert) scale and arpeggio
● Trumpet: A-flat Major (concert) scale and arpeggio
● Trombone and Bass Trombone: G-flat Major scale and arpeggio
● Tuba: F Major scale and arpeggio
*in addition, all winds will play a chromatic scales as required on audition sheet

Jazz Orchestra
● Concert Eb major and F major scales and arpeggio
● Optional: Concert C Harmonic Minor